M2D20X24 - Narrow 2 Drawer Cabinet

9” Drawers

A '20 Series' Narrow Cabinet
Narrow Two Drawer Cabinet with Extra-Tall 9" Drawers
M2D20X24 has two 9" high drawers, each with a capacity of 100 lb.
It holds 270 CDs or 120 DVDs/Blu-ray in standard packaging. Many
more in sleeves. M2D20X24 is ideal for taller media, or for sleeves that
store DVD/Blu-ray media and the artwork vertically. Outfit them with
LEGS for lift, or WHEELS for mobility.

With Can-Am - You're Ready For Anything
If your media, boxed set or sleeve storage solution
is too tall for a 6" drawer, and you don’t have
room for it’s standard width big brother MC2D20,
then M2D20X24 was made just for you.
Two Rows of Divider Rods for Sleeves Stored Vertically.
To control sleeves better, it has two stages of divider rod slots - an upper and a lower. Use DIVBS12
Dividers and backstops and we'll send you two sets of divider rods. This cabinet can also be divided into
4, 5 or 6 rows to match the width of your media with maximum space utilization.
Extra Tall for Extra Capacity!
MC2D20 has taller drawers for taller media, oversized CD packaging, medical optical disc, tabbed
vinyl sleeves and other items that are between 6 and 9 inches in height. If that's not tall enough,
consider one of our cabinets with 12" high drawers. You can also store DVDs vertically here, for
maximum space efficiency - although this means you can't read the spines if labeled normally.
Narrow cabinets are just like our standard cabinets - but narrower! Our 2 feet wide cabinets complement the standard 3 feet
wide cabinets, providing the flexibility to reach virtually any width or fill any space. How wide do you need your setup or TV
stand? Four feet? Five? Six? Seven? Even eight or nine feet? No Problem! Narrow cabinets line up beside our standard width
cabinets, but can only stack on top of other narrow cabinets.
M2D20X24 is the same height and depth as standard width '20 Series' cabinets; MC3D20, MC2D20, COM2D20, CAB20,
FDCAB20, CAB20D and FCAB20D. It shares the exact dimension of all narrow ‘20 Series’ cabinets.
Matching Cabinets
These cabinets are sized like
M2D20X24 - that’s useful when
designing configurations that
meet at a certain height.
FC20X24

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 60 lb
Cabinet Dimension: 23.5" W x 20.5" H x 20" D
Inside Drawer: 20" W x 9" H x 18" D
Weight Capacity: 100 lb per drawer
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat in 18 colors
Lock: Key lock standard

CH20X24

M3D20X24

CABINET FEATURES
- Safety interlocking drawers prevent tipping
- Heavy duty full-extension ball bearing sliders - for total access
- Key lock for added safety and security
- Includes hardware for connecting cabinets when stacking
- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability and lift the cabinet off
the floor. The levelers rest in dimples topside for stacking
- Two stages of divider rod slots - upper and lower.

OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDY / LEGS / TOPS/ LABEL HOLDERS / INDEX / DIVIDERS & BACKSTOPS
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